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A total of 51 participants representing 40 organisations from 22 countries in the Asia-
Pacific and Middle East region participated in the 2012 Regional Members meeting held
at Holiday Villa, Subang Jaya, Malaysia. In addition to CI Office for Asia-Pacific and the
Middle East Head Indrani Thuraisingham, the meeting this year was also attended by
CI’s Director General Helen McCallum, CI’s Global Director for Partnerships and
Organisational Empowerment Bjarne Pedersen and regional staff (Dr. Jeremy Malcolm,
Satya Sharma, Michelle Tan and Sonia Ramachandran.)

The highlights of the three-day event are as follows:

Day 1

March 5, 2012

The meeting began with a welcome address by the CI Office for Asia-Pacific and the
Middle East Head, Indrani Thuraisingham. She pointed out how the meeting could be
used as a platform for members to highlight the best practices in their individual
countries and as well as provide members opportunities for them to contribute to CI’s
campaigns and goals. This year’s meeting saw for the first time participation from CI’s
member in Mongolia, the National Federation of Mongolian Consumers' Association
(MCA) and increased participation from the Middle East. Indrani urged members to use
the opportunity to voice or clarify any issues relating to CI’s strategic direction with CI’s
Director General Helen McCallum.

CI’s Director General Helen McCallum then presented the 2011 Report

where she highlighted the positive breakthroughs for CI in 2011 as

follows:

• The G20 commissioning international guidelines on consumer protection in financial
services. The OECD has produced the guidelines and we are asking for it to be
strengthened and put into practice.

• It took 20 years to achieve but we finally succeeded in getting a breakthrough in GM
food labelling.

• ISO standard on consumer billing for network services - nearing completion.
• Junk food marketing toolkit - published.
• Remittances report and briefing on competition produced for World Consumer Rights

Day (WCRD).

In Latin America:
• Published a model law on family insolvency.
• Work towards Rio+20 hosted by Latin America office.
• IDRC project using social media to help consumer organisations enforce the rights of

individuals.
• Banking code launched and endorsed by central banks in the Caribbean.
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In Africa:
• Physical office opened and registered in Pretoria, South Africa.
• Africa strategy - developed
• New OSISA funding partnership on consumer empowerment - close to completion.
• Guide to Developing Consumer Protection Law - published
• Financial education project reaches to more than 10,000 consumers in Kenya and

Tanzania.

Helen then talked about some of the challenges:
• New and emerging issues. We need to be alert and ready to act on these new and

emerging issues. These include new technologies; the impact of BRIC economies;
the internet and social media which are changing everything for us and creating
problems as well as opportunities, and climate change.

For example, Fiji’s carbon footprint is tiny but the impact of climate change on Fiji is
huge.

She said that CI now has 240 members ranging from the very big to the very small and
that trying to meet all their needs is challenging with only 30 people in central CI across
the world. CI is also fully reliant on membership fees and grant-giving bodies and thus
has limited resources.
Those, said Helen, were the challenges they had in mind when they developed the CI
Strategic Plan for the next 4 years.

CI Strategic Plan 2012-2015

Objective 1: Leading the international fight for consumers
Helen said one of the criticisms against CI was that the organisation tried to do so many
things that it did none of them well. Therefore, she said, priority programmes were
created where topics were chosen where definite results could be obtained.

She laid out the criteria for choosing the priority areas as follows:
• Scale of problem across the world
• Member interest and capacity
• Potential to achieve change

FOCUS+IMPACT = AGREED PRIORITIES
• Financial Services
• Food safety, security and nutrition
• Sustainable Consumption
• Consumers in the Digital Age
• Consumer Protection and Empowerment

Helen said these areas would continue to be worked on in 2012. These, she said, would
then be reviewed against any issues members have identified to see if there is a need
for change.
She said there would be expert groups created and a list serve for all of these priority
areas and urged members to join these list serves and to have one person from their
respective organisations monitoring the direction of these priority programmes.
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The Council, she said, had asked its Executive to review the priority areas against
emerging issues members identify.

Objective 2: Support the development of the consumer movement
Helen said it was important for members to meet each other and to see how being a
member of CI can help them build themselves.
She outlined CI’s plans in this area:
• To bring together the published materials and knowledge CI has so that everyone

knows where to find it.
• To have how-to-do guides, asset register and a pool of members with a lot of

expertise
• Occasionally target a member to help us make a breakthrough.

Objective 3: To develop a sustainable membership organisation
Helen said there is a need to develop a central CI resource through an:
• Increase in membership
• Increase in supporters

To achieve this, she said CI is opening its membership policies wider and taking an
‘attitudinally’ different approach.
She said any consumer organisation that fits CI’s criteria will be invited to join CI.
Helen added that there would also be a more proactive approach to the agreed priority
programmes.
She said CI had always tended to wait for calls for funding programmes and to draft
proposals that meet the funder’s criteria.
What CI wants to do now, she said, is to develop proposals that meet CI’s priority
programmes and to send them to funding bodies.
She added CI will also move from one-off projects to longer term ones.
Helen ended her presentation by saying: “CI is its membership and CI is yours.”

Helen then took questions from the floor including:

� Elise Davidson from the Australian Communications Consumer Action
Network (ACCAN), Australia asked if CI’s membership criteria had changed.

Helen: The criteria hasn’t changed yet but we are going to do a new membership review
and to make sure we are as fair and transparent as possible. We want it to be a level
playing field and we want your feedback before we move forward.

� Jahangir Alam Jony from UBINIG, Bangladesh asked if CI would be working on
the issue of GMO rice.

Helen: CI will continue to support our consumer arguments on GM. Although labelling
has been agreed upon, we know that not everyone will practice it.
Join the list serve and you will see find other members who have argued on this same
matter.

� Connie Lau from the Hong Kong Consumer Council pointed out that fellow
members could pressure their respective governments to implement mandatory food
labelling of GM products.
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� Dr Alok Agrawal from Consumers’ Forum, India asked what the status of an
associate member was?

Helen: There are some criteria for what we call supporters. It’s looser than our
membership criteria. Universities all accept money from corporate organisations. This is
not acceptable for a CI member organisation but is acceptable for a partner. We are
interested in having a much larger organisational group. CI will not consider taking
money from businesses in any form but we will work together with associates. The key
thing is that CI holds on to its core values and independence and that any association it
makes does not bring it into disrepute

� Dr Alok Agrawal from Consumers’ Forum, India asked if the five year priority
programme mean one programme yearly or if they all run concurrently?

Helen: All of the programmes will run concurrently.

� Seah Seng Choon from the Consumers Association of Singapore (CASE) said
the criteria that CI comes up with must be transparent and fair. He said they had
approached CI for full membership and had been rejected.

      On the GM issue, Seah said the more serious issue is the ‘terminator’ technology.
     ‘Terminator’ means producing seeds for plants that would then not produce seeds.
      Seah said this would mean the food industry being dominated by only a few players.

� Nadeem Iqbal from The Network for Consumer Protection in Pakistan said that
advocacy alone is not enough and that capacity building and training should also be
looked at.

Helen: We did not look just at just advocacy to come up with the topic areas but the
capabilities of consumer organisations and how to help consumer organisations. This
could include training and education. It’s not just advocacy. It is those topics but not
limited to advocacy.

� Amrit Lal Saha from the Consumer Coordination Council of India said CI should
develop redress mechanisms using information technology (IT).

He added that affiliate members who had been members for three years and more be
made full members.

� Christopher Zinn from CHOICE, Australia asked what the future held with the 50th

anniversary of John F. Kennedy’s speech? The next 50 years?
Helen: We have established a list serve to see our members’ activities on the
anniversary. We are also holding a reception in Washington, as it’s the home of JFK, in
June. We will also be looking at whether there are any other rights that should be added
to the existing rights. One nominee is the right to be forgotten. For example, sites like
Facebook can retain your information forever.

� Surendran P.A  from the Consumers’ Association of Kerala, India, asked about
consumer protection activities carried out by governments and the support provided
by governments in other countries?

Helen: We will be developing that as part of our consumer protection programme.
Through that we will be able to share consumer protection practices in other countries.
So members should join the list serve.
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� Dr Sunil Prakash from Consumers’ Forum, India said CI should visit the Indian
states. He said a meeting lasting just two or three days is not sufficient for members
to air their views and that CI will only know what the consumer organisation is doing
in detail by making a physical visit.

Helen: We do try but there are not enough of us. Wherever we can, we will try. We do
rely on you to tell us what you’re doing and we feature your news on our website and in
our newsletters.

� Rhea Veda Padilla from IBON Foundation, Philippines asked if there was a
possibility of adopting another issue outside the 5 priority areas.

Helen: We have carried out one survey to see what the issues are but you’re always
welcome to email me or Indrani if you think there is another important issue that should
be added. Of course the issue has to affect the consumers of the world, evoke
significant member interest and make a difference.

Indrani Thuraisingham, Head of CI Office for Asia Pacific & the Middle

East then presented on the regional achievements.

Indrani outlined the achievements at the regional level as follows:
• Winning a bid from ASEAN supported by AusAID for the project ‘Roadmapping

Capacity Building Needs in Consumer Protection in ASEAN’. She said CI has six
members in ASEAN countries. She said that by visiting all 10 ASEAN member states
and with the support of CI members in the six countries, a roadmap for ASEAN was
developed. She added that based on these recommendations, ASEAN had come up
with two more bids that CI had also tendered for.

• Developed a booklet ‘Mainstreaming Sustainable Consumption in Asia’ in
collaboration with SWITCH-Asia Network Facility. The booklet talked about the
challenges faced by consumers in practising a sustainable lifestyle and the
opportunities available.

• Conducted training on funding and consumer issues in Bangladesh and Nepal.
• Spearheaded the Consumers in the Digital Age programme.

Indrani told members that CI hoped to carry out more such activities with them but that
that could only be done if they are active and that if they informed CI the activities
happening in their respective countries.
She told members that if they wanted their work published in CI’s publications or
webiste, then they would need to send their news to CI.
Indrani reminded members: “The onus is on you.”

Networking and Presentations

Indrani also paid tribute to Marimuthu Nadason from the Federation of Malaysian
Consumer Associations (FOMCA), Connie Lau from the Hong Kong Consumer Council
(HKCC), CHOICE, Australia, Consumer New Zealand, Foundation for Consumers,
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Thailand, and Consumers Korea for their generous contributions towards making the
meeting possible. Indrani also reminded members that this region was the only region
that met annually and that it was only because, they, the members had asked for it and
because of big members like FOMCA and HKCC.

She also updated members that she had been invited to participate as a civil society
speaker last year to represent CI at the United Nations' high-level meeting on NCDs in
New York because of CI’s work on junk-food marketing. The Citi Financial Education
Summit was another even she attended. Indrani added that CI had also been
collaborating very actively with SWITCH-Asia since 2010.

Fundraising:
Indrani mentioned the two rotating grants going around for members, namely, the Green
Action Fund and the Anne Fransen Fund and that two members from India won both
grants last year.

She listed the organisations the regional office’s revenue through funding came from as
follows:
• SWITCH-Asia
• UNIDO
• ASEAN
• Ford Foundation
• IDRC
• OSI

The floor was then open to questions and comments.

Dr Alok Agrawal from Consumers’ Forum, India commented that it is demotivating for
members to be rejected without explanations or reasons for non-consideration after they
have filled up over 20 pages with complicated information.
To which CI’s Global Director for Partnerships and Organisational Empowerment Bjarne
Pedersen said that CI receives a large number of applications from all over the world. He
said providing feedback to members is a fair request and that he would look into it.

Some of the members then gave a brief account of their World Consumer Rights Day
(WCRD) activities.

WCRD Activities

♦ Huzna Zahir from theYayasan Lembaga Konsumen Indonesia (YLKI)
We receive the most number of complaints regarding banking and credit cards. We plan
to have a roundtable discussion with the Central Bank, banks and consumer
representatives before March 15 and on WCRD we plan to hold a press conference.
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♦ George Cheriyan from the Consumer Unity and Trust Society (CUTS), India
To mark World Consumer Rights Day 2012, CUTS is planning a major multi-stakeholder
event in Jaipur on 16 March, involving the officials of Dept. of Consumer Affairs
(Government of Rajasthan), Reserve Bank of India, the banking Ombudsman, financial
service providers, the media and consumers from across the state of Rajasthan. Prior to
this there will be a capacity building programme for consumer organisations on dealing
with issues related to financial services on 15 March.

♦ Fadhl Mansour from the Yemen Association for Consumer Protection, Yemen.
We will organise a ceremony on March 15 with a speech by the Prime Minister.

♦ Dr Sunil Prakash from the Consumers’ Forum, India
We will conduct an awareness talk in villages as financial institutions have moved to the
villages to try and fleece gullible villagers. There will also be a street play organised with
the title:” Do you understand your money? Better you act now.” Our financial experts will
talk to the villagers and explain to them the various fine print in financial documents they
sign that should be understood.

♦ Ashim Sanyal from VOICE, India
We organised 52 workshops on financial literacy. The 53rd workshop will be held on
March 16. On March 15, we will be handing over two reports of studies we have
undertaken to the government.

♦ Dr Nasser I.M. Al-Tweam from the Consumer Protection Association, Saudi
Arabia

We will be celebrating WCRD during the whole month of March with daily activities and
one workshop on ‘Your money, your rights’. We are also going to launch a transparency
indicator and an interactive consumer television channel.

♦ Varsha Raut from the Mumbai Grahak Panchayat
We are focusing on the right to choose and are studying the choosing of banks. We are
also studying number portability and other awareness programmes through our
magazine.

♦ Connie Lau from the Hong Kong Consumer Council, China
As a Council member, we must not forget our duty. We shall publish a comprehensive
report in our magazine about bank charges in Hong Kong and how consumers should be
aware of this. The report will focus on two particular issues, namely, the cost of cash
advances on credit cards and fees for remittance services. We will also be holding a
press conference on 15 March.

♦ Chinnasamy Arokiadass from the Consumer Federation - Tamil Nadu
(CONFET), India

We celebrated National Consumers Day of India on December 24, 2011 on a grand
scale with a rally on the theme of ‘Our money, our rights’. A number of ‘Citizen
Consumer Clubs’ from local schools and colleges took part, carrying placards with
colourful pictures and slogans to spread the message.
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The rally ended at a meeting hall, where a conference was held to debate a number of
pressing consumer concerns including food safety standards and environmental
protection. CONFET also took the opportunity to distribute copies of nine separate
handbooks on consumer law that activists had prepared. Our plans for WCRD include
rallies, seminars, written materials and television appearances.

♦ Soh Hui Min from the Consumers Association of Singapore (CASE), Singapore
We will be celebrating WCRD on 10 March. We will be launching an exhibition for two
weeks educating consumers on general financial services and general consumer
protection rights and the new lemon law provisions in the form of the amendment to the
Consumer Protection Act. We will also be moving the exhibition to housing estates in
different areas and issuing Press Releases and launching an I-phone application.

♦ S. Saroja from the  Citizen, Consumer and Civic Action Group (CAG), India
We found banks were not allowing consumers to open bank accounts. We plan to
conduct a survey in those villages and draft a report which will then be submitted to the
Reserve Bank of India. We have already prepared the questionnaire for the survey.

♦ Christopher Zinn from CHOICE (Australia)
We are encouraging people to move their money. We had a wheelbarrow filled with
three-quarters of a million fake dollars and rolled it through Sydney. On March 15, we
will be rolling the wheelbarrow through Melbourne, asking people to bring out their
money and sign a goodbye card to their original banks and pledge to switch from their
original bank to other financial providers that offer better returns.

♦ Said bin Nasser Al-Khusaibi, Oman Association for Consumer Protection,
Oman

We will be organising a seminar on remittance and inviting students and consumer
organisations.

♦ Raju Ram Bhandari, Socio Economic Welfare Action for Women and Children -
SEWA Nepal

The Socio Economic Welfare Action for Women and Children (SEWA) is conducting a
number of events on 15 March 2012, World Consumer Rights Day.
The organisation will be distributing materials to consumers, presenting a petition to a
Government Minister and holding a workshop with bank officials and financial experts.

♦ Swathy Perla,Consumers Association of India (CAI), India
We will be organising a two days international conference with the theme, “Is the
consumer really a King today?” There will be speakers from various industries and
awards for best consumer activists.

♦ Saree Aongsomwang, Foundation for Consumers, Thailand
There will be one big event on 12 March where more than 500 people will demand for a
law on financial issues. They are expected to demonstrate in front of Parliament. On 15
March, a group of consumer organisations will propose for the emerging issues on
financial services.
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♦ Michelle Tan, Nippon Consumer Voice for Better Standards (NCOS), Japan
On 15 March, we will be having a seminar to celebrate World Consumer Rights Day with
the following theme: "Financial Services: Accident Insurance and Consumer Protection--
Focusing on the Insurance Act and ADR". Considering the theme for WCRD is on
financial services, we have asked a speaker to come and speak about the revision to the
insurance Act in Japan and its connection to consumer protection.

♦ Suhhyue Lee, Consumers Korea, South Korea
As a result of Consumer Korea's (CK) campaign, the revised Regulation on Financial
Consumer Protection (draft) was introduced aiming to build a financial consumer
protection institute to the Congress by the Cabinet council in January 31, 2012.
The Korean government announced that it would establish a Financial Consumer
Protection Institute if the revised Regulation on Financial Consumer Protection (draft)
came into effect.
Consumers Korea will be launching a “Switching Your Bank” campaign after analysing
the comparative survey of interests rate of savings and loans of banks in Korea.
Consumers Korea is surveying interest rates of overdue payments charged by credit
card companies. Based on the survey results, CK will be requesting that credit
companies reduce the interest rates of overdue payments. Consumers Korea also calls
for improvement of credit card consumer information.
A recent CK survey on credit card services showed that Korean consumers aren’t
provided with sufficient key information such as on revolving systems, the exclusion of
compensation in cases of a loss of credit card. The CK is continuously campaigning for
financial services including survey of credit card service and other financial services.

♦ Mohammed AlDarwish, Consumers Lebanon - Jamyat Almoustahlk-Loubnan,
Lebanon

There are thought to be several hundred thousand foreign migrant workers in Lebanon -
including around 200,000 domestic workers – that regularly transfer money to their loved
ones abroad.
Ahead of World Consumer Rights Day 2012, Consumers Lebanon is carrying out a
survey to assess the real cost of transferring money to other countries. The results will
be disseminated via TV and other media networks in the hope of persuading banks and
other financial institutions to reduce their fees.

♦ Josua M Namoce, Consumer Council of Fiji
The Consumer Council of Fiji’s (CCF) activities for World Consumer Rights Day 2012
will focus on mortgages. Under the theme of “Our Home, Our Rights: Fighting for
Transparency in Mortgage Sales”, CCF is calling on the government and regulatory
authorities to bring about reforms and enhance consumer protection in this sector.
On 15 March, CCF is organizing a formal panel discussion in Suva including key players
from the banking and real estate industries, as well as officials from government,
academia, the Reserve Bank of Fiji and consumer organizations. The following day,
CCF will be taking WCRD to the streets through a mobile unit which will provide
materials and advice to consumers.
This will be for the whole day where consumer officers will be distributing educational
materials to consumers on streets, lodging their complaints and giving advice.
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There will also be media exposure with cinema and television ads. The campaign
launched on 15 March will be carried out throughout the year.

♦ Nadeem Iqbal, The Network for Consumer Protection, Pakistan
The Network for Consumer Protection is planning a series of events to mark World
Consumer Rights Day 2012. On 7 March we will hold a focus group discussion on
current practices regarding consumer financial services, both in relation to Pakistan and
worldwide.
Following this, we will brief the media on our new “Right to Choose” campaign. And on
15 March, we will also organize a media stunt in front of Pariliament where we will
release balloons into the sky to represent the sky high cost of sending money to
Pakistan from abroad.

♦ Chen Jian, China Consumers’ Association, China
In conjunction with World Consumer Rights Day, the CCA will be conducting 12 online
interviews together with experts and lawyers to discuss hot issues such as cosmetics,
aviation, tourism, insurance, household consumption, e-commerce etc. They will also be
organising and participating in 5 meetings including a WCRD Forum and 2 seminars on
the safety of cosmetics and e-commerce which will also see the release of related
research reports. CCA will also participate in a live television programme on March 15
and publish a Chinese Consumer Magazine WCRD supplement.

♦ Matheevani Marathandan, Federation of Malaysian Consumers Associations
(FOMCA), ERA Consumer Malaysia (Education & Research Association for
Consumers), Selangor and Federal Territory Consumers Association (SCA).

On 15 March, World Consumer Rights Day, FOMCA will hold a press conference to
launch ‘The Financial Consumer Charter’, a declaration of ten principles for enhancing
consumer welfare and protection in the financial services sector.
FOMCA will also launch a new campaign calling for consumers to have free access to
their savings account statements.

♦ Chimegjargal Ganbold, National Federation of Mongolian Consumers’
Association (MCA), Mongolia

The MCA will have a special television programme on financial services in conjunction
with World Consumer Rights Day.

♦ Rhea Veda Padilla from IBON Foundation, Philippines
To celebrate World Consumer Rights Day, the IBON Foundation will focus on consumer
protection in schools, consumer awareness, consumer issues such as increasing food
and fuel prices and women’s groups. They will also be holding a food festival and
organising a consumers’ march.

♦ Chwang Leh-Chii, Chinese Women Consumers Association, China
In conjunction with World Consumer Rights Day, the Chinese Women Consumers
Association will widely disseminate CI’s briefing kit on WCRD.
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♦ Suzanne Chetwin, Consumer New Zealand
Consumer New Zealand are focusing on bank fees and switching for WCRD 2012.
They will provide free access to their online calculator and price comparison tools, and
will be actively spreading the word on Facebook and Twitter.

♦ Mohammed Humayun Kabir, Consumers Association of Bangladesh (CAB),
Bangladesh

CAB will be conducting joint activities with the Directorate of the National Consumer
Rights Protection from the Ministry of Commerce for World Consumer Rights Day.
Among the activities planned are rallies with non-governmental organisations and
government agencies and a roundtable discussion with the Minister of Commerce
highlighting the WCRD theme of “Our money, our rights.” They also plan to hold a
colouring competition for children around the theme of consumer rights on 15 March.

♦ Sanjay Kumar Sinha, Consumer Education and Research Society, India
For World Consumer Rights Day, the Consumer Education and Research Society are
going to come with articles on consumer protection in their magazine and carry out
activities with students in 4 schools.

Bjarne Pedersen, CI Global Director for Partnerships and Organisational

Empowerment then spoke about CI’s Priority Work Programme 2012-

2014 and expected key results for 2012.

Bjarne started the presentation with a quote from Henry Ford: “Coming together is a
beginning, keeping together is progress but working together is success.”
He said CI plans to ensure working together to a much larger extent than in the past.
As part of CI’s programmatic approach, Bjarne said the organisation wanted to work on
a small number of issues that delivers real change for consumers and to create a
coherent package of work that is contemporary.

He laid down the criteria for choosing the issues as follows:
• Scale of problem across the world
• Interest of members and the availability of expertise and resource
• Potential to achieve change
• Most pressing international issues as identified by members

Bjarne said a programme describes the whole of CI’s activities and that as part of the
commitment to work with all members, CI will develop:
• strategy documents,
• toolkits, and
• briefings
that reflect different regional perspectives on the issues but that works within the overall
programme direction.
He said 2012 is a transition year where CI adopts a new approach to advocacy and
empowerment.
The programmes for this year will be based on CI’s current work areas, he said, and that
from 2013 to 2015, the CI Executive will review and decide whether to amend or adjust
the work areas.
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Bjarne said a natural end point on sustainable consumption and production would be the
Rio+20 Summit but that CI will continue to work on this area if the Executive decides so
after the review.

He outlined what CI wants in the next few years:
• Financial services – by 2015, consumers to have access to safe, fair and competitive

markets for financial services.
• Food – by 2015, consumers to have access to safe and nutritious food.
• Consumers in the digital age – by 2014, the UN Guidelines on Consumer Protection

should be updated to safeguard the rights of consumers in the digital age.
• Sustainable consumption and production – by 2010, the full implementation of

Section G of the UN Guidelines on Consumer Protection and the support for, and
endorsement of a 10-Year Framework of Programmes on sustainable consumption
and production.

• Consumer Protection and Organisational Empowerment - revision of UN Guidelines
or new global UN Consumer Protection model law (competition) and a
comprehensive approach to the development of consumer protection law including
legal empowerment of consumers.

The set up:
Member expert groups will:
• Develop the details of each programme
• Be set up in 2012 on the basis of the member’s experience, expertise and the need

for a geographical representative
• Be confirmed annually by the CI Council

Bjarne said members’ email groups would be established for each priority programme
and encouraged members to sign up to this.
These groups, he said, would be used for the sharing of information and consultation on
initiatives and policy proposals.
CI, he said, would assign one co-ordinator to each group and that all members are
encouraged to nominate a staff member to be part of the email group.

On organisational empowerment, Bjarne said CI would integrate it into work
programmes and adopt a more practical approach to capacity building.
He said a strategic approach to organisational empowerment would be to support the
development of the consumer movement to articulate, serve and defend consumer rights
across the world.

Why organisational empowerment?
Bjarne said CI and the movement are only as strong as its members.
There are 72 members contributing less than USD200 annually as membership fees.
CI wants to strengthen its advocacy and the effectiveness of its programmes to
articulate, serve and defend consumer rights.
He said CI needed to do organisational empowerment:
• with very limited resources
• To support programmes and advocacy
• Knowing that CI is not a donor organisation
• To deliver real and sustained value
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He outlined the objectives as:
• To strengthen and empower a small number of CI members based on  CI’s advocacy

programme
• Develop small and developing consumer organisations in a cost effective manner to

enable them to deliver stronger consumer protection and to support and actively
participate in CI’s advocacy and campaigns.

Bjarne outlined how this was going to be done:
• Creating a ‘self-service’ support system for members using CI’s unique position as

the international federation of consumer organisations to help small developing
consumer organisations help themselves.

• Develop a package of tailored and focused support for organisations in strategically
important parts of the world and that are strategically important to CI’s programmes

• Have a clear mapping of the strengths and weaknesses of consumer organisations.

He said what CI would offer under this new approach is a self-service support system for
members that would include:
• An online asset library
• Learning networks. This is to ensure members work with each other
• Consultant directory - CI frequently receives requests for technical expertise to carry

out a number of things. CI wants to ensure a network that member organisations can
draw from

• Models for consumer organisations’ sustainability
• Streamlining of funding offers. CI wants to facilitate funding opportunities so that CI

becomes a one-stop point for the funding it can provide on behalf of external donors
and to also streamline these opportunities with its programmes.

• Partnerships that enhance the CI offer

Bjarne said the next steps would be to obtain feedback from members and to develop
key performance indicators (KPIs).

The floor was then opened to questions and comments:

George Cheriyan from the Consumer Unity and Trust Society (CUTS), India said
ground realities and situations in the region need to be taken into account and that the
theme should be kept broad. He said there was a need for this flexibility and that there
should be an added thrust on consumer organisations’ empowerment as many
organisations were still focusing on traditional consumer issues.

Mohammed AlDarwish from Consumers Lebanon said there was a need for experts
in advocacy and online training training sessions which CI can help with. He also
suggested a Watchlist for banking such as the IP Watchlist to enable CI members to see
what other countries are doing and to rate banks and countries accordingly.

Bjarne commented that CI would try and accommodate regional differences and that the
differences were not  problems but opportunities. He said CI could try and create
learning networks from these differences.
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Ashim Sanyal from VOICE, India said CI needed to focus on the biodatas and the
organisations to identify the specialists and to work with them on core areas.
He said mere communication was not enough and that it should lead to the fulfilment of
a mission. Ashim said there would be more enthusiasm from members if they knew that
the communication would lead to an approach that CI will adopt. He said there was no
need for empowerment as member organisations knew how to empower themselves.
Ashim stressed that what was needed is a specialised niche area of a particular country
or region.

Nirmala Desikan from Consumers Association of India wanted to know what KPI
was and Bjarne replied that it was Key performance indicators for CI to measure its
achievements.

Christopher Zinn from CHOICE, Australia asked where CI currently was in terms of
‘coming together, keeping together and working together’?
Bjarne replied that CI and its members was now in the ‘keeping together’ stage. He said
that by the end of three years he would like to see CI and its members ‘working together’
on a few priority areas.

P. A Surendran from Consumers Association from Kerala, India suggested
medicine also be included as a priority area as banned medicines were being pumped
into India and other developing countries.
To which Bjarne said that medicines were one of the emerging issues and that CI had
been working on pharmaceuticals before. He said this would be discussed later.

Next came the forum with Helen McCallum, CI’s Director General.

CI’s Governance

THE WAY FORWARD : opportunities and inclusiveness

Helen explained why there was a need for a membership review as follows:
• Some members have remained in the affiliate category between 10 and 20 years.
• Some have remained affiliates because it is cheaper.
• Some small organisations have made no progress in terms of growth for many years.
• CI has a ‘supporters’ category (she said they are going to be called ‘associates’ now)

but there is no one in that category.
• CI’s purpose is to protect and empower consumers worldwide and needs all

members to sign up to that.

She suggested that membership extend to all consumer groups who meet the criteria
and that the ‘affiliate’ category be abolished, with government affiliates moved to the
‘associate’ category. Also in the plan, said Helen was to invite 25 long term affiliates to
move up to full membership and to give 72 small members six years to develop into full
members.
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Helen outlined the issues as follows:
• The need to ensure membership criteria is fair to all. She said they would have to

look back at some of the decisions made in the past rejecting the membership of
some organisations.

• Some long term affiliates may resist change.
• CI may look harsh if they expelled small members after 6 years who have not built

themselves up.
• Not worked out how much to charge ‘associates’.

Questions and comments from the floor after Helen’s session included the
following:

Christopher Zinn from CHOICE, Australia asked what would happen if nothing was
done?
To which Helen replied that if the membership criteria was not reviewed, then CI will
continue to be accused of being inequitable.

Mohammed AlDarwish from Consumers Lebanon asked what the benefits of being
a full member were?
To which Helen said that this was one of the things she focused on when she became
the Director General. She said long term affiliate members find it difficult to see what
they would get from changing and that that was why she was suggesting only one type
of membership. Otherwise, she said, it is just a first and second class payment system
for the same benefits.

Marimuthu Nadason from the Federation of Malaysian Consumers Associations
commented it was high time that CI came up with a new organisational model to provide
a level playing field for members.
He suggested that CI do away with its regional offices and replace them with offices for
least developed, emerging and developed economies.
Only then, said Marimuthu, could the agenda be pushed forward with no further tensions
between the North/South divide.
He questioned the need and relevance of CI in the digital age when all information could
be found online. Marimuthu stressed the need for dynamic consumer intervention.
Helen responded by saying that CI has many seats at the international fora that any one
single organisation doesn’t. She said there was a need for a body that is representative
of consumers across the world, which CI is and that individual consumer organisations
aren’t.

Saree Aongsomwang from the Foundation for Consumers, Thailand said there
should be at least one active full member in every country and this was a priority to
improve the member problem. She added that the forum should solve two issues,
namely, the limitations for members and to have at least one full active member at the
national level.
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Amrit Lal Saha from the Consumer Coordination Council of India, Dr Nasser I.M.
Al-Tweam from the Consumer Protection Association, Saudi Arabia and P. A
Surendran from Consumers Association from Kerala, India supported the need for
regional offices.

Nadeem Iqbal from The Network for Consumer Protection, Pakistan said they are a
donor dependent organisation and that there would need to be some activity for them to
be able to make a claim from their donors. Thus, he said that for them to be able to pay
CI a larger membership fee, there would need to be some activity associated with that.

Said bin Nasser Al-Khusaibi from the Oman Association for Consumer Protection
suggested that CI’s secretariat either draw up some proposals to be circulated among
the members or ask the members how they look at memberships in the future. He said
this should then be discussed at either the next conference or through circulation. He
said members still needed CI as an umbrella to protect them from the rain.

Helen responded to the comments and questions by saying that there are three ways for
members to put their views forward:
• This meeting,
• Emailing her directly, and
• Approaching a Council member.
She said they currently have the Trans Atlantic Consumer Dialogue (TACD), a network
of the United States and the European Union consumer organisations. She said that
setting up a different dialogue platform between countries is something to give a thought
to.

Members were then spilt into groups for a workshop discussion where

they deliberated on:

• How the region can contribute to CI’s global priorities,

• Emerging concerns from the region, and

• What should be the priorities in the asset register

Participants were divided into four groups:
• South Asia – India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal
• Middle-East – Oman, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Yemen
• South East Asia and the Pacific – Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam. Singapore, Fiji,

Australia, Indonesia, Philippines, New Zealand
• East Asia – China, Hong Kong, Mongolia, South Korea, Japan, Taiwan

First presentation – South Asia (20 members) from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Nepal.
Concerns of each region
• Housing and real estate sector -  Issues of regulatory mechanisms and charges
• Smooth and specific financial services regulatory and redressal system.
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• Energy - Supply, shortfall, efficiency and affordability. Energy efficient system must
be put into place. Energy labelling system in place but appliances being produced
are being scaled down.

• Food safety and security: customer complaints and grievance redressal system
needs to be drastically improved.

• Unfair and restrictive trade practices: Some regulatory system must be put in place.
• Standardisation of fuel and energy efficiency labels.
• Micro-credit and micro-finance regulations: Poor customers adversely affected.
• Healthcare regulatory system: A trend for commercialisation of private healthcare

systems. The government’s role is necessary in making healthcare systems an
utmost priority, especially when it leads to the exploitation of patients.

• Guarantee/warranty instructions

Any of the five priority programmes CI gives us as part of the outreach programme, we
will carry out to the best of our ability.

Asset register:
• New technology legislation.
• Advisory from top-most level of CI to take up matter of dumping of expired products

from one country to another country.
• CI should earmark funds assigned to a country or member organisation.
• Feedback from CI to members

Emerging issues:
New technology:
• Digital divide
• Banking/financial
• Telecommunications
• Competition

E-commerce issues:
• Privacy

Comprehensive consumer protection legislation: example, making or revising.

Complaints redress mechanisms:
• Housing and real estate
• Vulnerable consumers: example, older consumers and deceptive trade practices.
• Standardisation of fuel and energy efficiency

Energy:
• Affordability
• Accessibility
• Nuclear
• Competition

Food safety and security
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CI has the facilities to get experts’ opinions and to form guidelines to pass down to
consumer organisations with direction and training so that projects and work can be
implemented accordingly.

 Second presentation: Middle East - Oman, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Yemen

• Financial services: Standard form contracts and unfair contract terms.
• Lack of transparency: Bank accounts, hidden fees, interest. Bank charges you for

additional expenses and the consumer is left in the blank as to why.
• Loans and interest: If you take a loan for three years and decide to pay it in full after

a year, the banks do not reduce the interest rate. In the Arab world, the banking
sector is considered untouchable.

• Food safety: Farmers do not know how to use pesticides correctly
• Consumer awareness: There should be a separate body for consumer affairs.
• Prices: Prices in the Arab world go up but never come down.
• Lack of independent consumer agencies

Contribute:
• Surveys and research
• Awareness
• Exchange of expertise of members

Priorities:
• Training: CI should help consumer organisations with training programmes for

judges, lawyers, government institutions and consumer organisations.
•  Advocacy and lobbying.
• Shared experts list: Each consumer organisation should provide a list of experts and

expertise so instead of outsourcing, we can have each other.
• International interaction and co-operation between members.
• Interaction between businesses and CI members

Third presentation: East Asia – China, South Korea, Mongolia, Japan, Taiwan

• Financial services: There are two aspects to this, namely, financial literacy and the
need for effective regulation in this area.

• Food safety: Food additives, feed additives, food standards, radiation. Food additives
in the feed to animals or to the meat itself (Taiwan). Food radiation: We import more
than 60% of our food. A possible issue is if food from affected areas are sent to
countries with no strict regulations in place. (Japan)

• Prices: Inflation.
Issues: Comparative pricing. Rising prices.

• Comprehensive consumer protection legislation: Drafting the law or revising existing
laws.

• E-commerce and internet shopping: Ordering and paying for goods and the site
disappears.

• Health scams or quacks: Complementary medicine.
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• Health care systems.
• Unfair contract terms: Standard form contracts.
• Vulnerable consumers: Japan has the fastest aging population in the world and older

consumers are more vulnerable.

Engagement:
All of us are willing to share our information and experience with CI. Focus more on
stronger networking within our region.

Priorities for Asset Register:
• Financial services
• Insurance
• Consumer debt (common issues)

Maybe we could develop a more standardised pool of resources and adapt it to our own
country’s resources and language.

Fourth presentation: South East Asia and Pacific - Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam,
Singapore, Fiji, Australia, Indonesia, Philippines, New Zealand

Emerging issues:
• New technology: Digital divide, telecommunications, competition, financial services.
• Energy: Affordability, accessibility, quality, services.
• Nuclear

Engagement under the current programmes:
• We are involved in many ways in almost all the five priority programmes.
• The most popular programme is consumer protection and empowerment. Almost all

countries are doing that. Also financial services, food issues and consumers in the
digital age. For sustainable consumption and production, some countries have
already started on that. Issue of new technology: Lack of regulation in this area.

Sustainable Consumption
• Vietnam (future).
• Malaysia (energy consumption).
• Thailand
• Indonesia (just starting work on it).

Consumers in the Digital Age
Internet safety for children:
• Malaysia
• Singapore
• Thailand (telco)
• Australia (ACCAN)
• Indonesia (telco)

Food safety, security and nutrition
• Philippines
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• Australia (CHOICE)
• Malaysia
• Thailand
• Indonesia (food labelling)

Consumer protection and empowerment
• Philippines
• Vietnam
• Australia (CHOICE)
• Fiji
• Malaysia
• Thailand
• Indonesia

Financial services
• Vietnam
• Australia (CHOICE)
• Fiji
• Malaysia
• Singapore
• Thailand
• Indonesia

After the workshop discussion, Bjarne commented on the presentations saying
that the idea of a shared experts list was very interesting. He said that obtaining
feedback from members is something that CI should be doing.
Bjarne said that the training of lawyers, judges etc is part of legal empowerment and that
CI was thinking of providing such a resource for members to do so.
He said the exchange of expertise would be part of CI’s advocacy programme.

On the Emerging issues mentioned, Bjarne said the new issues would be looked at to
see if they pass the test of being a priority issue.

Then came the presentations by members on their research or Studies.

The first presentation was on Research on Financial Services

by Connie Lau from the Hong Kong Consumer Council.

Connie began her presentation on HKCC’s approach to raising awareness and
campaigning for consumer rights that focused on intensive information collection, regular
media contact events and collaboration with key stakeholders.
She said regular information gathering was their lifeblood and that researches as well as
surveys are regular events in HKCC’s calendar.
They also hold a press conference on the 15th of every month where their monthly
CHOICE magazine is released. More than 100 reports on financial services have been
published in their magazine over the years.
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Connie also talked about the Consumer Legal Action Fund (CLAF) of which the Council
is the Trustee to help consumers fund legal actions.

The second presentation was by George Cheriyan from CUTS, India on

Consumer organisations’ participation in energy policies.

George talked about the major interventions of CUTS through projects with Friedrich-
Ebert-Stiftung (FES) on the involvement of consumers in power sector reforms in
Rajasthan, India (2001-2007), and a pilot project on capacity building in the electricity
sector in Bangladesh, Nepal and India (2008-2010) (RESA Project). Among the
achievements of the projects were grievances redressal mechanisms and the increase
in consumer participation.

The third presentation was by Elise Davidson from the Australian

Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN), Australia on

Consumers’ participation in broadband.

Elise talked about the term ‘confusopoly’, which she described as the industry makes it
so confusing for consumers that they don’t know what offer they have signed up for.
Elise said that in 2011, there were over 200,000 telecommunication complaints
compared with 21,000 for financial services. She added that Galaxy research
undertaken by ACCAN found that just 7% of consumers who have a dispute with a telco
go to the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) for resolution. She also
quoted research released by the TIO which found that more than 60% of customers who
had filed a complaint had spent three or more hours trying to resolve their complaint
before approaching the TIO. She added the research found one in five having spent
more than nine hours trying to resolve their complaint.

The floor was then open to questions and comments.

Connie Lau said that the Hong Kong Consumer Council is a statutory body and that
they don’t receive any money for complaints. For the Consumer Legal Action Fund, she
said that if the consumer wanted to take the issue to court, they would evaluate and see
if there was need for it to go to court. Connie said they have a committee to evaluate if a
case had merit. She said that once they decide it does, they would then provide all legal
and financial support.

Nirmala Desikan from Consumers Association of India asked who funded the
CLAF?
Connie replied that in 1994, the government of Hong Kong injected 10 million dollars into
the fund and that they have never lost a case so far. She added that the government
injected another 10 million into the fund after the Lehman Brothers case. She said the
Hong Kong Consumer Council are simply the trustees of the Fund and that the Fund has
a management committee that decides if a case should or should not go to court as well
as an administrator committee to ensure the money is wisely spent.
She said the money was from the government as the government can’t take
unscrupulous traders to court.
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Day 2

March 6, 2012

The day began with a recap of the proceedings on Day 1 by Indrani. Calling 2012 the
transition year, Bjarne clarified with members that since the Strategic Plan was
developed only in early 2012, all programmes could not be implemented within 2012
itself and therefore 2012 is going to be the year where mechanisms and structures of the
programmes will be put in place.

This was followed by a presentation by Indrani on Consumer Protection

measures

Indrani highlighted to the members that CI’s consumer protection and empowerment
programme (2012-2015) is a coherent approach to consumer law, standards and
consumer education that will focus on developing countries. She outlined what CI
wanted to achieve under this programme which are:
• Revision of UN Guidelines on Consumer Protection or the development of a new

global UN CP model law (competition)
• The legal empowerment of the consumer
• Development of national consumer protection and empowerment
• Tools for members to work on consumer redress, standards and education

Comments and observations from the floor on Indrani’s presentation included the
following:

• There is a lot of potential for consumer organisations to work with government
agencies to develop consumer protection measures in LDCs, both in terms of
opportunities for funding and expertise development. (CUTS, India)

• The Government of India has a scheme where schools have consumer clubs with
student members. The curriculum for these clubs was developed by the Mumbai
Grahak Panchayat to educate students on consumerism. Such a model can be
replicated in other countries. (MGP)

• Most countries have incorporated consumer education into the school curriculum
with the exception of a few countries such as Bangladesh, Nepal, Hong Kong and
Mongolia. Members were of the opinion that countries not having consumer
education incorporated into school curriculums could replicate models from countries
who already have them in place.

Next came presentations on capacity building, case studies and initiatives by
members in consumer protection measures

1) Josua Namoce, Consumers Council of Fiji on the review of consumer laws in
Fiji

Josua talked about the Consumer Council of Fiji’s initiative to facilitate reform in
consumer protection in Fiji by:
• Reviewing the 10 existing consumer protection legislations
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• Drafting a single comprehensive national consumer protection legislation
• Provide the basis for a rewrite and, or, consolidation of consumer protection

legislations to be undertaken by the government
He explained the need for reform and the recommendations for change.

2) Indrani Thuraisingham on capacity building initiatives on consumer protection
in Asia

Indrani provided examples of CI’s capacity building initiatives on consumer protection in
Asia which included:
• Bangladesh: Bangladesh Quality Support Programme (BQSP) 2008-2010
• ASEAN: Roadmapping Capacity Building Needs in Consumer Protection in ASEAN

(2010-2011) and
• Nepal: UNIDO implemented EC-Nepal WTO Assistance Programme (2009-2012)

The way forward, she said, was:
• To assist in developing legal and administrative provisions on consumer protection in

countries with no/ weak consumer protection or review relevance of existing laws
• To review and strengthen the role of consumer movement in relation to consumer

protection
• To evaluate the complexity of issues involving consumer protection in areas such as

the digital age, technological development and climatic change
• To have effective representation of consumers in development of law and standards
• To conduct Impact assessment of international agreements on consumers

This was followed by comments from the floor that emphasised the importance of
standards being involved such as the ISO 26000 and corporate accountability.
Members involved in the ASEAN Project requested for the ASEAN Roadmap on
Capacity Building Needs in Consumer Protection Report to be circulated.

3) Swathy S. Perla from the Consumers Association of India on the topic,
‘Consumers Connect’

Swathy began her presentation by informing members how CAI wanted consumers to be
able to register complaints whenever and wherever they chose to.
She said the idea was to assist consumers in overcoming the challenges relating to
lodging a complaint by:
• Enabling them to lodge complaints through their mobile phones, and
• Helping consumers enter complaints, capture image evidence and register

complaints within minutes.
To do this, Swathy said they developed a mobile application that could capture basic
complaint details as well as a Complaint Management System (CMS) to streamline and
manage complaints in a methodical manner.
The way forward she said, was to:
• Share CAI’s learnings and systems with CI and member organisations, and,
• To empower CI and member organisations to empower consumers by implementing

this mobile application
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Swathy’s presentation was followed by questions and comments from the floor, among
which were the following:
• On whether the software application would work on all phones, Swathy replied that it

would work on all phones, except iPhones, but that development for that was
currently underway.

• Swathy also told members they could download the application from CAI’s website
and adopt it to their individual country’s consumer needs. She added that CAI was
currently updating the application with additional features such as allowing
consumers to track their complaint status as well as access to categories of
complaints lodged.

• Members were also of the opinion that CI should enable consumer organisations to
learn from each other, especially in relation to their successes in bringing about
change to their national policies.

• It was also felt that an inter-country redress mechanism for consumers be
established, especially in the areas of e-commerce and digital marketing.

• Members also wanted CI to develop standards for redress mechanisms.

4) Guido Adriaenssens, CEO of the International Consumer Research and Testing,
United Kingdom on the topic, ‘ASEAN New Car Assessment Programme’.

Giodo informed the floor that 1.3 million people are killed and 50 million injured annually
in road crashes worldwide. He said low and middle income countries account for 90% of
global deaths. By 2030, said Guido, road crashes are forecasted to become the fifth
leading cause of death, rising to 2.4 million fatalities per year.
Guido said a United Nations Decade of Action for Road Safety was approved by the
United Nations General Assembly in 2010. A plan for the Decade has been prepared
based on five pillars, namely:
• Building Management Capacity
• Encouraging Safer User Behaviour
• Building Safer Roads
• Building Safer Vehicles
• Improving Post Crash Care
He mentioned that each pillar includes indicative and interim targets to progress towards
Decade’ s overall goal to stabilise and then reduce the level of road fatalities. This, he
said, requires a 50% reduction in the forecast level of fatalities by 2020 which could
avoid 5 million deaths, 50 million injuries and save $3 trillion in social costs.
Guido outlined the global vehicle safety issues as follows:
• weak safety standards (producing & importing nations) and insufficient global

harmonisation around WP29 standards,
• affordability concerns resulting in low specification especially of smaller vehicles,
• intense industry competition leading to de-specification of safety features, and
• current lack of consumer awareness and safety information
He said the FIA Foundation and ICRT launched the Global New Car Assessment
Programme (GNCAP) to support the Decade Plan.
GNCAP will offer support to New Car Assessment Programmes (NCAPs) in emerging
economies by offering technical support guidance and quality assurance. It will also
provide a platform for cooperation for NCAPs and like organisations around the world to
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share best practices, exchange information and promote the use of consumer
information to encourage the manufacture of safer cars across the globe.
On the ASEAN NCAP, Guido said the first steps would include the following:
• Global NCAP Annual meeting in Malacca, Malaysia in May
• Consumer awareness study in the region
• Possibly first tests published in 2013
• Consultation period to involve governments

The final steps, he said, would be to establish ASEAN NCAP as a legal entity and to
ensure local quality crash test facilities.
Guido ended by saying the role of consumer organisations in this are is vital in
disseminating information, participating in work groups and conducting field studies to
verify manufacturers’ claims.

The floor was then open to questions and comments that included the following:

• India needs testing assistance from ICRT as there are cars of inferior quality in the
country.

Helen concluded the session by saying that not all CI member organisations would
be able to use and handle consumer complaints that are software application based
as the organisations are at different levels of development. She said however, as a
first step, CI would try and form a network of organisations that handle consumer
complaints to enable a platform for sharing and learning.

This was followed by a presentation by Satya Sharma, Regional Project

Officer at Consumers International Office for Asia-Pacific and the

Middle East on food security, safety and nutrition.

Satya informed the floor that currently 947 million Asians live on less than $1.25 a day
and that the region is home to two-thirds of the world’s poor and hungry.

He outlined CI’s plans on this priority work programme which are:
• To be an international leading advocate for action to support consumers in choosing

a healthy diet.
• To support members’ lobbying for stronger food safety standards.
• To monitor international and national processes in relation to food prices.

Comments and questions from the floor that followed included the following:

• The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India is a new body that was formed in
2011 that overlooks standards and food safety aspects. The National Food Security
Bill of India, which is being tabled in Parliament, could be a model law for other
countries to replicate.

• Members were of the opinion that producers should be included in the lobbying
process.

• The voice of consumers should be equal, if not more powerful, than that of the
industry when it comes to decisions involving food safety, security and nutrition.
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Next came the session by members on capacity building, case studies

and initiatives on food security, safety and nutrition

5) Brian Cheng from the Hong Kong Consumer Council on the topic, “Price
Surveillance on Food and others at HKCC.”

Brian enlightened members on the Hong Kong Consumer Council’s (HKCC) price
surveillance initiatives as follows:
• Supermarket price watch website (web data extraction) – compares online prices of

4 local supermarkets.
• Annual supermarket price survey (scan data) – HKCC uses scanned data collected

at the supermarkets’ points of sales.
• Weekly price survey (actual purchase) - In April 2008, HKCC published a small

survey on price comparisons between supermarket chains and small retailers that
found some items sold at supermarket chains costing as much as 104.1% more than
those sold at small outlets. The Hong Kong Government saw the benefits of price
comparisons and in August 2008 funded HKCC to continue with price comparison
surveys on a weekly basis.

• Bi-monthly infant formula price survey – Every two months, HKCC collects price data
of 8 major brands (33 models) of infant formula at 14 designated retail outlets.

• Gasoline price survey - The Auto Fuel Price Calculator is commissioned by the
Environment Bureau of the Hong Kong Government and is a real time price watch on
the Hong Kong auto fuel retail price.

The floor was then open to comments and questions from members which
included the following:

• Big retail outlets are controlling the fixing of prices in Australia. HKCC’s model is
inexpensive and efficient and a good one for countries to replicate.

• With regards to quality, HKCC said they monitor the quality of products through
comparative product testing.

• Lebanon, Singapore, Australia, Malaysia and Thailand are among member countries
that carry out price monitoring.

• Singapore also monitors its street food and their street food centres are a good
model for replication in other countries.

• Consumers Korea indicated their interest to continue to conduct an international
worldwide price survey and requested members to indicate their interest to
participate.

6) Varsha Raut from Mumbai Grahak Panchayat, India on “Capacity Building
through MGP’s Food Co-op.”

Varsha shared with members about MGP’s novel distribution system of collective buying
and distribution. MGP supplies quality products at reasonable price through collective
buying and direct purchasing from producers, manufacturers or wholesalers, thus
eliminating the cost of retailers. She said the benefits of this ‘prosumer’ (producer +
consumer) co-operation are an assured market, made to order products, environment
friendly packaging, the absence of promotion and advertising, reasonable prices as well
as assured quality and quantity.
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The comments and questions that followed Varsha’s presentation included:

• The Singapore ‘Fair Price Shops’ is another successful model of food co-operatives
with members as shareholders.

7) Ratna Nadarajan from the Federation of Malaysian Consumers Associations
(FOMCA) on the topic, “APEC- Product Safety Incidents Information Sharing
System.”

Ratna explained to members that the APEC-Product Safety Incidents Information
Sharing System focuses on building capacity among APEC developing economies to
establish an information sharing network among participating economies through a web
portal database and alert mechanism. This, she said, would be monitored by member
economy contact points who will be appointed during the course of the project.

Ratna outlined the need for the system as follows:
• Address safety concerns with products at a very early stage
• Prevent large products recalls and safety scandals
• Efficient movement of goods and services within APEC economies and other regions
• Harmonization of standards and technical regulations
• Prevent developing countries from becoming the dumping ground for substandard

products.

8) Christopher Zinn from CHOICE, Australia on Better Food Labelling

Christopher began his presentation by asking if we should stop at traffic lights? He said
consumers would counterthink the food they eat if it were honestly labelled. Thus, said
Christopher, the need for traffic light labeling for food which would ‘shame the claim’ of
unscrupulous producers and manufacturers.

9) Saree Aongsomwang from Foundation for Consumers, Thailand on the
Development of a Food Alert System for Thai Consumers

Saree outlined the activities they had undertaken as follows:
• Set up 10 Food Safety Centers
• Set up Food Safety Networks in 10 provinces with more than 1,000 consumer

volunteers to monitor and report food safety issues and inappropriate advertisements
of food products as well as to receive and solve complaints related to food safety
issues.

Comments and observations from the floor included:

• Saree informed the floor that the government takes into account information provided
by consumer organisations in regulating manufacturers. She added that the
organisation has libel insurance in relation to product testing and that the Foundation
for Consumers won most of the cases taken against them with regards to food.

• A question was put to Guido on what the ICRT and its functions were, to which he
replied that it is a company limited by shares and that all CI members could become
members of ICRT. He said all members could access the ICRT database for
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information at different stratas of payment for LDCs, developing countries and
developed countries.

Day 3

07 March

The day began with a recap of the previous day’s proceedings, which was followed by a
presentation by CI’s Director General Helen McCallum on the topic  “Financial Services
– Overview of key areas and CI’s call for action.”

Helen highlighted CI’s influencing strategy on financial services which are:
• Work with OECD (and FSB) as they develop guidelines.
• Highlight national best practices among regulators (G20 and non G20)
• Work with FSB on methodology for assessing implementation
• Initially G20 countries, but plan to extend
• Influence development of FinCoNet
• Hold to account for consumer organisation consultation

She also outlined the longer term work plans from 2012 to 2015:
• Competition: Explore international dimensions – account number portability – what

conditions facilitate switching.
• Indebtedness: Look at credit ratings, debt consolidation, securitisation.
• Basic products: Encourage move towards basic products and promote minimum

standards, lower costs and inclusion.
• Mobile payments: Develop set of CI principles relating to rapid developments in this

area to use in international campaigning and to support members.
• Financial education: Support members work on remuneration of financial advisers.
• Payday loans: TACD leads work until June and review.
• Overdraft fees: Comparative survey

The floor was then open to questions and comments:

• On CI having contacts in the Work Bank or the IMF, Helen replied that CI was
constantly in touch with both bodies. Members from India said India’s Ministry of
Finance has agreed to Bank Account Number Portability. The members said
financial literacy and financial inclusion are still a major concern in developing
countries like India where more than 40 percent of the population don’t have bank
accounts.

• Paul from FOMCA commented that CI’s campaign focuses more on OECD and G20
but there should be also be concentration on countries who are not part of OECD
and G20.

• Other comments were that the best practices in financial services need to be
reviewed and that consumers are ignorant about investment risks. Members said
that a comprehensive education programme should be developed based on best
practices and shared among members.

• Helen said CI is carrying out surveys and research on national, regional and global
regulations, the results of which will be shared among members. CI is also in touch
with potential donors to implement programmes with members at the national level.
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In addition to that, CI is also involved in networking with relevant stakeholders to
keep members in the loop.

• CI will also help members undertake national level coordination by publishing
worldwide guidelines.

• Paul from FOMCA commented that basic financial services are still a concern in the
Asia-Pacific and Middle East region. With that in view, CI should relook its priorities
on financial services to include financial inclusion and financial education. To which
Helen responded by saying that access to financial services is definitely one of the
major concerns of CI and that that is why financial inclusion is also taken into
consideration. She added that basic financial education will be part of CI’s work in
providing support for consumers to obtain access to financial services and that
members can join the financial services list serve.

Next came a session on capacity building/ campaigns/ initiatives by

members on financial services

1) Suzanne Chetwin, Consumer New Zealand on the topic, “Mystery shopping and
calculators that work.”

Suzanne told the floor that their mystery shop of financial advisors found their advice to
be scandalously poor. She said the Ministry of Economic Development (oversees the
Securities Commission) and the Retirement Commission (charged with financial literacy
education) directly funded the exercise. Suzanne said they used real people with real
problems who they contacted through their member database, ranging from those in
their 30s to 80s. These people, she said, were coached on their scripts and the
information they had to find. They shopped 33 financial advisers, said Suzanne, and
found only 3to be acceptable.

On calculators, Suzanne said Consumer New Zealand built a calculator that helps
people work out and compare fees for day-to-day (transaction) accounts. The calculator
looks at transaction costs via the internet, ATMs, branches and phones. Suzanne said a
similar calculator for credit cards was also built. In addition to that, she said, it also
provides information on switching banks and the best way to go about it. Suzanna said
other calculators included Powerswitch, an energy comparison site and TelMe, a
telecommunications comparison site.

Questions and comments from the floor came next and included:

• Engaging with mystery shoppers is through a voluntary call to consumers based on
the requirements of the organisation

• Property development companies are on a downfall in New Zealand so consumers
who invested in these companies have incurred losses.

• On whether the publications are able to change the mindset of companies, Sue
replied that the publications are targeted more towards law makers to get them to
amend or draft new regulations.

• Interest rates and charges by private banks are more compared to government
regulated banks. This needs to be given attention to in CI’s work.
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2) Mohamed Akwal Sultan, former CEO of the Credit Counseling and Debt
Management Agency in Malaysia (AKPK) on the topic, “Credit Counseling & Debt
Management (Malaysia).”

Mohamed Akwal said the household indebtedness in Malaysia was 76.7% of the GDP.
He said AKPK was set up by the Central Bank of Malaysia in 2006 under the Consumer
Protection Framework as part of the Financial Sector Masterplan (2000-2010). The
AKPK’s vision, said Mohamed Akwal, was to make prudent financial management a way
of life for all Malaysians. He said it provided an avenue for individual and potential
borrowers to enhance financial discipline via education, counseling, and the working out
of debt-management. He added it also facilitated debt repayment efforts and minimized
non-payment incidences arising from poor debt management. All these, said Mohamed
Akwal, are provided free of charge. He said the AKPK also undertakes financial
education initiatives including the infusion of ‘Money Sense’ into the curriculum of 72
universities, the creation of a social media website and a financial capability programme
aimed at young adults and potential borrowers.

This was followed by comments and questions from the floor which included the
following:

• On how AKPK approaches universities, it was shared that a programme called
‘Entrepreneurship’ encouraged AKPK to conduct training of trainer sessions for
university professors. A structured financial services curriculum was later developed
for university students.

• The Central Bank of Malaysia maintains a Central Credit Reporting System which is
an inventory of borrowers. A consumer can be granted or denied a loan based on
this inventory. A Credit Bureau has recently been established to deal with credit
issues of consumers in Malaysia.

• Banks have their own policies for granting credit cards to consumers.
• Debt Management Programme: Waiving of loans is based on whether the loan is a

secured or unsecured loan. If it’s an unsecured loan and depending on the
borrower’s condition, AKPK will negotiate with the bank for either a waiver or part
payment of the loan.

• Anyone can obtain the services of AKPK as long as they are not insolvent.
• The financial literacy modules for students are developed on an ad hoc basis.
• AKPK receives regular complaints at the Central office as well as the 11 state

offices.
• The curriculum can be shared with CI members for them to implement the same in

their respective countries.
• CI’s Asset Library would help members share and access information in various

areas.

Members concluded that the Central Bank of Malaysia’s initiative to set up the AKPK is a
good initiative that members could lobby for in their own countries.

3) Christopher Zinn from CHOICE, Australia on the topic “CHOICE Big Bank
Switch. When consumer groups disrupt the market.”
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Christopher shared with members that the One Big Switch’s mission was to help
Australians pay less for their regular household bills and that they had 40,000 sign-ups
in just two days. He said CHOICE just provides the information on financial institutions
and that it is ultimately the consumer who makes the choice.
Christopher said the communications team carries out research, obtains input from
stakeholders and understands prevailing market trends before designing campaigns for
CHOICE. An internal analysis is also conducted before the campaign is kicked off
through the media.

Christopher’s presentation was followed by questions and comments from the
floor, including the following:

• On whether consumers incur cost for switching banks, Christopher said yes, they do
incur administrative costs, legal and other applicable costs.

• As to whether the information provided by CHOICE is in anyway a breach of
Australian regulations, he answered no.

4) Paul Selvaraj, ERA Consumer on Financial Education Programmes

Paul said financial education is important but that is not enough. He said there must also
be prudent financial planning as well as effective regulations of banks as complaints
lodged at the National Consumer Complaints Centre found that banks were not sensitive
enough to consumer needs. Paul said they have been having consultations with the
banking industry through the Central Bank of Malaysia to address these issues.
Financial education activities carried out by ERA Consumer looked at changes in
consumer behaviour post the workshops and training.

This was followed by questions and comments from the floor, including:

• Paul told the floor that ERA’s Financial Education Programme is funded by the
Central Bank of Malaysia.

• Community based programmes are targeted at all levels of consumers.

Bjarne Pedersen, CI Global Director for Partnerships and Organisational

Empowerment then gave a presentation on “The Road to Rio+20 – CI’s

call for Action”.

Bjarne said the objective and theme of the Rio+20 Conference is to secure renewed
political commitment for sustainable consumption.

He said the thematic focus was:
• A green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication;

and
• An institutional framework for sustainable development.

Then the session on capacity building/ campaigns/ initiatives by

members in sustainable consumption began.
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5) Rajan Gandhi from Society in Action Group, India on the topic, “The Green
Economy – and the Consumer Movement.”

Rajan said the definition of a green economy according to UNEP is one that results in
improved human well being as well as social equity while significantly reducing
environmental risks and ecological scarcities.

He said his definition of a green economy is one where goods and services are
produced with the highest resource efficiency and the lowest adverse social and
environmental impacts as assessed for the entire life cycle of the product or service

Rajan said the high-impact sectors according to UNEP are:
• Agriculture
• Fisheries
• Water
• Forests
• Renewable Energy
• Manufacturing
• Waste
• Buildings
• Transport
• Tourism

He said a Green Economy means sustainable consumption where:
• Goods and services designed to use the minimum amount of resources in production

which causes minimal adverse environmental and social harm in their manufacture,
usage and destruction.

• Consumers evaluate price, quality and performance impact on the environement. A
shift from a rights based approach to a responsibility based approach.

• Consumer participation means information or knowledge to enable them to make
informed choices. The ‘greater good’ may not appeal to consumers. Information is
not enough, ‘hard-selling’ may be needed, i.e. K2A (knowledge to action!)

Among Rajan’s proposals were that consumer and environment groups unite to form a
powerful advocacy lobby and that a study or survey of two countries each from LDCs,
emerging economies and ‘Asian Tigers’ be conducted.

Comments and questions that followed include the following:

• CHOCE Australia is working on eco-labeling
• MGP is working on SC issues
• The Saudi Arabia Consumer Protection Association is also working on Green

Economy.
• Green Economy and Energy Efficiency should be given equal importance.

Members were invited to join the proposed research on sustainable consumption.
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6) Ashim Sanyal from VOICE, India on the topic, “Promoting energy conservation
through energy efficient products and labelling/certification.”

Ashim informed members that India spends 226 crore rupees (USD 44,362,916.41) a
day on fuel subsidies. He said oil subsidies need to be respected in a country where
40% live below the poverty line. One such measure to do that, he said, is the
implementation of the fuel efficiency standards and labelling programme.

What this means for consumers:
• The labelling follows the standard BEE approach of providing consumers with

information about the fuel consumption of a particular model as well as a star rating
(of between one star to five stars) that provides information on the relative fuel
consumption of the model compared to other models in the same weight class.

Ashim also talked about energy labelling of appliances indicating energy consumption
under standard test conditions.
He added that VOICE is also working on CFL lamps and their disposal.

7) Gugyung Lee from Consumers Korea on the topic, “Improving Energy
Efficiency.”

Gugyung started by saying Consumers Korea’s campaign is to change the market by
consumer choice.
Their strategy involved:
• Encouraging consumers to choose energy efficient products,
• Encouraging manufacturers to produce energy efficient products, and
• Influencing market change

Gugyung said Consumers Korea launched the Energy Winners Award Programme in
1997.  The Programme, she said, involved awards being presented to energy efficient
products, systems, buildings and activities, with the best energy efficient product being
awarded the Grand Prize of the Year and Energy Award of the Year. Award winning
products, she said, are allowed to label their products with “Energy Winner” labels for
one year.

Gugyung added that Consumers Korea also monitored oil prices that included:
• Providing oil price information
• Consumer education and seminars
• Suggesting policies to the government
• Evaluating oil companies’ CSR practices

Questions and comments that followed include the following:

• On how the awards were given, it was shared that the winner is declared. There is
no cash or prize given

• The awards encourage manufacturers to produce products that are energy efficient.

8) Indrani Thuraisingham, Head of CI Office for Asia-Pacific and the Middle East
on the topic. “Challenges and opportunities for sustainable consumption.”
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Indrani outlined the decision making challenges for consumers in Asia as follows:
• What to buy (related challenges)
- limited access to sustainably produced products and services
- lack of transparency and credibility of product performance

• How to use (related challenges):
- Consumer still in the dark about low-impact product use
- Limited after sales support

• How to discard (related challenges):
- lack of disposal facilities in Asia
- limited take-back schemes and facilities

Indrani said CI’s role is to enable major consumer groups to make the switch!
She encouraged members to grab the opportunity to further collaborate with SWITCH-
Asia by being a part of a 6 minute video for a better understanding of the different types
of consumer groups to motivate sustainable consumption.

Indrani outlined that SWITCH-Asia-CI is looking for:
• Interested members to become part of the team
• Collection of simple content material (sound-bites and photos) for the video
• Interviews with different types of consumer groups to take place in April/May.
• Participation in SWITCH-Asia networking meetings.

Dr. Jeremy Malcolm, CI Project Coordinator then presented on the

topic, “Consumers in the Digital Age: A, B and C.”

Jeremy shared the work he is doing in this area as A (Access to Knowledge), B
(Broadband) and C (Consumer Rights). He outlines the work under each category as
follows:
• Access to Knowledge
- The 2012 IP Watchlist
- Negotiating for voluntary “fair uses”
- National campaigning through sub-grants

• Broadband – Holding broadband service providers to account
- Global survey in 20 countries to be presented
- Advocacy manual and campaigning materials
- Pilot campaigns in 8 countries
- Roundtable public meeting with ISPs

• Consumer Rights and Representation in the Information Society
- Amending the UN Guidelines (Amendments finalised, research now underway)
- Intellectual property abuse (Combatting with TRIPS. Unfair contract terms)
- Consumer representation (mapping institutions, identifying gaps, capacity building

activities and funding members to carry out activities and participate in meetings.)

Future areas that CI hoped to work on in the future include the following:
• Online marketing and privacy
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• Consumer-ownable DPP P1817
• Mobile telecommunications.
Members were encouraged to provide their input through the new member expert group
on CI’s strategic direction with regards to ‘consumers in the digital age.’

Questions and comments that followed included the following:

• Consumers in the Digital Age should include children below 12 to ensure safety,
especially in developing countries. To which Jeremy replied that there were other
organisations already working on that area.

• On whether CI can work on online contracts, which are unfair to consumers in many
cases, Jeremy replied that they had done some work on this area in the past and
that CI would keep that in mind for the future, perhaps.

• On a question as to CI could work on online scams and spam, Jeremy replied that
this would be kept in mind for future proposed activities..

Next came a capacity building session by Paul Sweazey, Chair of the

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) P1817 Standard

for Consumer-ownable Digital Personal Property, on “Creating an IEEE

Standard.”

Paul describes the IEEE P1817 Standard as one that allows the owner of a media player
to do the following:
• Freely copy and exchange content and keys
• No usage restrictions
• No sharing restrictions
• No stranger sharing
• No viral sharing with friends
• Detethered from suppliers
• Products outlive suppliers

The meeting came to an end with members providing their feedback and
evaluation of the 3 day meeting which included the following:

• CI should lead and support a globalised complaints management system.
• The meeting was like a mini-congress with too much information to process There

should be more information sharing through emails.
• The meeting provided communications and networking opportunities.
• CI should develop a format for reporting for all members to report back on the

meetings.
• CI should circulate the email addresses of all delegates.
• Post lunch sessions should be working sessions
• CI should reward organisations that do good work on consumer protection..

Indrani then officially closed the meeting by thanking the members and saying that
minutes of the meeting will be shared with members as soon as possible for follow-ups.

ends
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